
ESC FOR ACTIVITIES
WITH CHILDREN

MILANO, ITALY
WITH TEMPO PER L'INFANZIA



WHO WE
ARE Centro Tempo per il Barrio is a youth

center located in Milano and

promoted by the organization

Tempo per l'Infanzia. It is dedicated

to young people from 11 to 25.

Youngsters are encouraged to

socialize and facilitate the integration

of peers from different backgrounds.



TASKS
After-school activities with children and youngsters; 

Designing and conducting workshops and educational courses for children and
teenagers through non-formal education techniques in the field of arts, culture,
music

Supporting educators in organizing sports activities such as workouts and matches,
stimulating team spirit and spreading a healthy lifestyle

Creative, artistic and cultural workshops with children;

Activities and development of new ideas in order to involve the local community
through intercultural meetings and linguistic tandem in English, Italian and own
mother tongue;



Designing and structuring a cineforum on a topic of social interest chosen by
the volunteer

Intercultural events, like regional and international dinners in order to involve
and meet the community;

Participation in meetings with partners and territorial and local institutions to
draft, plane and organize new events for the community;

Dissemination of European opportunities among young people,  spreading
information through meetings at local level and within the center;

Support in communication through spreading of information on different
websites and social media.

Reporting and promoting the activities of the center: photo, videos;

Support for the organization of active citizenship laboratories linked to the
"Train of Memory"



TIMETABLE
Volunteers  will  work  from  Monday  to  Friday  with  one  hour  lunch  break,  for

maximum  35  working  hours  per  week.  Availability  to  work  during  Saturday

 and  Sunday  in  case  of  festivals  and  events.

Volunteers  will  work   for  5  days  per  week,  with  2   consecutive  days  off

  (normally Saturday  and  Sunday).   In  Summer,  due   to  school  holidays   the

  timetable  can  change  a   little. Volunteers  will  get  2  days  of  holiday  per

 month.



VOLUNTEER'S
PROFILE

be  open  minded

positive  attitude

flexibility  to  adapt  to  possible changes

initiative,  creativity  and  respect

patient  with  children

motivated  to  work  with  youngsters

motivation  and  determination  to learn more

communicative  and  sociable

interest  in  ESC,  Erasmus+  and their  promotion

intermediate  knowledge  of  English  and strong  motivation  to

 learn  Italian.



ACCOMODATION
You will share a flat in Milan, with double rooms, bathrooms

and an eat- in kitchen. The accommodation is provided by the

coordinating organization: Associazione Joint.

You will live in the apartment with other italians and ESC

volonteers.



SUPPORT
A Pocket money of 5 euro  per day for
month will be provided plus 160 euro a
month for covering the food expenses.
The volunteers will also get a monthly
ticket for covering the transports to the
activities.
The travel expenses will be reimboursed
on the basis defined by the European
Commission.

An online italian language course will be
provided.

Volunteers should bring with them
towels and sheets, and most importantly
your laptop, indispensible to work and a
very good ally in learning italian!



HOW TO APPLY
Please send your CV and motivation letter to 

apply.esc@associazionejoint.org

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted
back to have an online interview.


